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Abstract- As we know that electricity losses during transmission and distribution are extremely high due to which many 
problems are faced such as varying voltage levels, changes in the load current etc. This has been experienced due to the 
varying electrical consumption. Power theft and protection load side equipment. Also these gives rise to fault in power 
transmission line network and so it is necessary to implement fault detection and theft detection system in distribution line 
network.  
This project has two subsystem implemented one system will detect and measure distributed voltage, current and transformer 
winding temperature if measure electrical parameter and above or below  present level then system automatically operate the 
circuit breaker. Whereas in another subsystem will detect any theft occur in the distributed network or line. In this section 
the all consumer consumed units is matched total unit if any consumer bypasses its energy meter then our system will detects 
i.e. theft occur in that particular area and send this information via GSM to related electrical office. 
In this project, we are using one temperature sensor, ADC, Microcontroller (89s52, LCD) for displaying the fault and 
parameters, PIC, GSM board used to send the fault message to electricity board. 
 
Keywords- PIC (Pick inverse controller), GSM (Global system monitoring) modem, ADC (Analogue to Digital Converter), 
Microcontroller, Zigbee Unit. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In today modern society day to day our electricity 
demand is getting increased so that it need to make 
our power supply to more flexible and reliable .so to 
fulfil demand that we develop smart grid which has 
all safety and ability to improve the stability of 
transmission line there are two ways to system   
 First fault analysis of transmission line and 

overcome our project contain two subsystem .in the 
first system is all about the fault analysis and 
prevention which contain microcontroller which 
compare the system continuously with ideal and 
generate signal give signal to contactor and 
contactor get operate we can solve fault like over 
voltage and over current winding temperature rises, 
which is distribute on in temporary and permanent 
fault. In our system we are fixed overcome the 
temperature fault & any permanent fault is get 
occur than contactor is get operated and our system 
is get protected from fault. 

 Theft prevention- Our anther subsystem is theft 
prevention we know that our energy demand is 
getting increasing day by day, power losses 
increases generally, transmission and distribution. 

 
The implemented system design mainly concentrates 
on the distribution system. It provides the way to 
detect the faults such as wastage of energy and power 
theft. The system continuously monitors various 
parameters of the system. It also helps to detect the 
fault at the appropriate time and hence avoids illegal 
use of electricity. Automatic monitoring, analysing 
and recording are done on the PC screen through  

 
hyper terminal. The paper has continuous monitoring 
system integrating the GSM communication 
technology and the microcontroller technology. The 
paper introduces working principle of the GSM 
remote monitoring system. It also represents the 
hardware architecture and the software flow. The 
software module incorporates different algorithms 
needed for different pathways of the electricity 
distribution system. The implementation of the 
system will save large amount of electricity and 
thereby electricity will be available for more number 
of consumers in a highly populated country such as 
India. [1] 
 
The progress in technology about electrical 
distribution network is a non-stop process. New 
things and new technology are being invented. The 
proposed system found to be little bit complex as far 
as distribution network is concerned, but it’s an 
automated system of theft detection. It saves time as 
well as help to maximize profit margin for utility 
company working in electrical distribution network. 
Utility company can keep a constant eye on its 
costumer. [2] 
 
It is found that overloading, due to various reasons 
such as power theft, unbalance condition due to 
loading of any phase are the prime cause of failure 
transformer. Most of them are caused due to low 
maintenance as many localities are situated at remote 
areas so this system will help to prevent transformers 
from being damaged or overload condition. This will 
help to tackle the problem of electricity theft and 
transformer damage, as the failure rate is very high in 
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INDIA, around 25% per annum, which is not 
favourably comparable to international norms of 1-
2%. [3] 
 
The proposed system found to be little bit complex as 
far as distribution network is concerned, but it’s an 
automated system of theft detection. It saves time as 
well as help to maximize profit margin for utility 
company working in electrical distribution network. 
Utility company can keep a constant eye on its 
costumer. And the extension of this project with 
GSM modules helps company to monitor the amount 
of usage by the specified customer and generate bill 
periodically and send it to customer via SMS, thus 
saving lot of labour work, time and cost of reading. 
[4] 
 
In developing countries electricity theft is a common 
practice especially in remote areas, as they do not pay 
utility bills to a government company in case of 
electricity and gas as well. To solve these problem 
governments must think of an idea to provide help in 
terms of subsidy to manage this issue. With this 
system the service provider can collect the bill any 
time with a single message. The data collection and 
manipulation task becomes fast and easier. Any 
modification can be made to the code in less time. 
Changes in rate or unit calculation can be done very 
effectively. [5] 
 
Thus, here in this project we have designed a GSM 
based transmission line monitoring and indication 
system that sends information of the same to 
electricity board via SMS. The project model reduces 
the manual manipulation work and theft .Use of GSM 
in our system provides the numerous advantages of 
wireless network systems. The government saves 
money by the control of theft in energy meter and 
also more beneficial for customer side and the 
government side.               
 
The metering IC ensures the accurate and reliable 
measurement of power consumed. Cost wise low 
when compared to other energy meter without 
automatic meter reading and theft control. The project 
better suits for displaying information in long 
distances, and the information can be send, alter any 
time according to user requirement. 
 
The proposed project work aims on the design and 
development of electrical energy theft prevention 
aspect. This project envisages the development of 
electrical theft identification. Aiming at the 
disadvantage of current anti-theft technology, a PLC 
based anti electrical theft monitoring system is 
proposed in this paper.  
This design incorporates effective solutions for 
problems faced by India’s electricity distribution 
system such as power theft, and transmission line 
fault.  

The problem of illegal usage of electricity must be 
solved electronically, without any human control. 
PLC will play an important role in placing anti-theft 
power system. Power theft is prevented by installing 
HD-PLC-mounted power meters on a high position 
on power poles, while the amount of power used in 
each household can still be checked.  
 
Antitheft security system utilizes an embedded 
system design with Dual Tone Multi Frequency 
(DTMF). By simply dialing the phone number of the 
mobile phone attached to the circuit and sending a 
code after the phone has automatically been 
answered, puts the system to either “active or 
inactive” state, and on any attempt of theft the system 
sends a text message to the user. 
 
This paper is designed successfully with on single 
phase transformer 230V to 12V of output for develop 
and automatic tripping mechanism using 
microcontroller for the three phase supply system 
while temporary fault and permanent fault occurs. 
The concept of the future can be extended to 
developing a mechanism to send message to the 
authorities via SMS by interfacing a GSM modem. 
 
II. THEFT DETECTION METHODS 
 
There are two methods through which we can detect 
the theft in a system and these methods are as follow: 
 
A. System Parameter Checking: 
The implemented system design mainly concentrates 
on the distribution system. It provides the way to 
detect the faults such as wastage of energy and power 
theft. The system continuously monitors various 
parameters of the system. It also helps to detect the 
fault at the appropriate time and hence avoids illegal 
use of electricity. Automatic monitoring, analysing 
and recording is done on the PC screen through hyper 
terminal. The paper has continuous monitoring 
system integrating the GSM communication 
technology and the microcontroller technology. The 
paper introduces working principle of the GSM 
remote monitoring system. It also represents the 
hardware architecture and the software flow. The 
software module incorporates different algorithms 
needed for different pathways of the electricity 
distribution system. The implementation of the 
system will save large amount of electricity and 
thereby electricity will be available for more number 
of consumers in a highly populated country such as 
India. 

 
B. Automatic Meter Reading 
Automatic meter reading is to increase the accuracy 
reading and theft control system for customer and 
government. In the proposed method GSM 
technology used to transmit the meter reading to the 
customer and government with the required cost. The 
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energy theft controlled by tactile sensor and ARM7. 
To control the theft, we use two types of theft 
controlling process namely the first process of theft 
control will be used by IR (Infrared) sensor. Tactile 
sensor is fixed in immediately inside of the energy 
meter. After identifying theft, tactile sensor send the 
data to the ARM7 processor and then message send 
to the government office by using GSM. Whenever 
there is a power cut 12V rechargeable battery give 
power to the tactile sensor automatically. 
 
III. METHODS OF THEFT 
 
Methods used to commit theft fall into the Following 
broad categories:  
i. Connection of supply without a meter 

Connection of supply without a meter following    
disconnection for non-payment or by “squatters” 
occupying empty properties. 

ii. By passing the meter with a cable. It coveted into 
the supply side of the metering installation (i.e. 
the meter terminals, the metering cables, the cut-
out or the service cable). 

iii. Interfering with the meter to slow or stop the 
disc, including use of electrical devices which     
stop the meter or cause it to reverse (so-called 
'black boxes). 

iv. Interfering with the timing control Equipment 
used for two rate tariffs to obtain a cheaper rate. 
Methods and usually involve removal of official 
(certification) seals and/or company seals. There 
effect on the customer’s economic situation. 

 
IV. OPERATING DIAGRAM 
 

 
Fig.1   Pole Unit 

 

 
Fig.2 Consumer Unit 

As above blocks are shown the components are 
mounted as shown to get desired operation of 
detection of theft for any area, the GSM based zigbee 
modul is used for wireless interfacing between pole 
unit and comsumer unit or we can say that as office 
unit. The total controlling is based on microcontroller 
so as in case we ADC unit to convert Analog signal 
into Digital signal to operate microcontroller. 
 
The operation of total blocks can be determined by 
flow chart as shown below. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Flow Chart 

 
To get operation we have designed the Software and 
Hardware models for same and we have analysed the 
result of both models. 
Thus, the software and hardware models and there 
results are as follow: 
 
V. SOFTWARE MODELS DESIGNS 
 
The system we are designing is for theft detection as 
well as for energy consumption monitoring through 
wireless communication by using Zigbee and to 
obtain this detection and monitoring of system we are 
using microcontroller 89s52 power consumptions at 
consumer side and at area and detection of theft can 
also be known through it. As it senses it also operates 
certain devices on the bases of sensed parameters, the 
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operating devices which are operated by 
microcontroller are Relay and contactor at the time of 
savior fault or permanent fault GSM unit and Zigbee 
unit for transmission and receiving signal. 
 
Microcontroller also helps to display the readings in 
our 16*2 LCD display, but micro controller works on 
digital input and on digital signals so therefore to 
operate microcontroller we use ADC (Analogue to 
Digital Converter) in which analogue input by PT and 
CT is converted into digital form in ADC and feed to 
microcontroller for operation of microcontroller, this 
microcontroller is operated at 5V supply and at some 
mA current so we use PT and CT to make step down 
voltage and current respectively.  
 

 
Fig. 4 Theft Detection 

 
In above model the detection of theft is observed as in 
case we have when the area consumption is varied or 
gets increased than a required energy level the pole 
unit will sense the variation and it will detect the theft 
in the system and at the movement it will send a 
signal through zigbee transmitter to zigbee receiver 
and it will display the same result on LCD screen as 
well as with the help of GSM the SMS will also get 
sent to main operator with theft results. 
In case the detection of theft will take place in a 
system and due to which the loss of energy will 
reduce in system. 
As load on system varies the variation in voltage 
takes place in a system as load increases or decreases 
the simultaneously the voltage profile in a system 
also gets changed, such as load increases the voltage 
decreases and vice versa. 
 
Therefore, as load changes and voltages changes with 
respect to load on that phase the indications takes 
place in a system with respect to phase voltage of 
respected phase. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Low Voltage Detection 

 
Fig. 6 Over Voltage Detection 

 
Thus change in voltage levels is shown in above 
figures of software models in which the low voltage 
indication and over voltage or high voltages 
indications are observed on LCD display. 
 
VI. HARDWARE MODELS DESIGNS 
 

 
Fig 7 Hardware Model 

 

 
Fig. 8 Theft Detection Hardware Model 

 

 
Fig 9 Over Voltage Hardware Model 

 
In hardware model the main component we have used 
is zigbee for interface pole and consumer unit, 
therefore the zigbee we have used is due to following: 
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This is the very popular 2.4GHz Zigbee module. 
These modules take the 802.15.4 stack (the basis for 
Zigbee) and wrap it into a simple to use serial 
command set. These modules allow a very reliable 
and simple communication between microcontrollers, 
computers, systems, really anything with a serial 
port! Point to point and multi-point networks are 
supported. Zigbee is the brand name from Digi 
International for a family of form factor compatible 
radio modules. The first Zigbee radios were 
introduced under the Max Stream brand in 2005and 
were based on the 802.15.4-2003 standard designed 
for point-to-point and star communications at over-
the-air baud rates of 250 kbit per seconds. Two 
models were initially introduced a lower cost 1 mW 
Zigbee and the higher power 100 mW Zigbee-PRO. 
 
Since the initial introduction, a number of new 
Zigbee radios have been introduced and all Zigbee 
are now marketed and sold under the Digi brand. The 
Zigbee radios can all be used with the minimum four 
numbers of connections – power (3.3 V), ground, 
data in and data out (UART), with other 
recommended lines being Reset and Sleep. The 
Programmable Zigbee and a new surface mount 
(SMT) version of the Zigbee radios were both 
introduced in 2010. 
 
Zigbee is a high speed wireless communication 
network. It is operated on only 5V DC. It has 
transceiver module which will receives each 
consumer consumed load transmitted from consumer 
unit. Zigbee is placed distance between consumer 
unite and distribution line 960cm.  
 
Zigbee is software oriented module which is 
connected in pole unit as well as in of consumer unit 
for transmission and receiving purpose respectively. 
The obtained readings of Energy meter from 
consumer side is transmitted through Zigbee to of 
consumer which is further coded to calculate tariff 
and as well as it is helpful to checks thief 
consumption of energy in area or in sector. The 
zigbee designed to communicate data through RF 
environment that are common in commercial and 
industrial application. It is support for multiple 
network such as point to point It is longer life and 
low duty cycle .  
 
It is low cost, low power wireless network. 
 Applications include wireless light switches, 
electrical meters with in-home-displays, traffic 
management systems, and other consumer and 
industrial equipment that require short-range low-rate 
wireless data transfer. Its low power consumption 
limits transmission distances to 10–100 meters, line 
of sight depending on power output and 
environmental characteristics. ZigBee devices can 
transmit data over long distances by passing data 
through a mesh network of intermediate devices to 

reach more distant ones. ZigBee is typically used in 
low data rate applications that require long battery 
life and secure networking (ZigBee networks are 
secured by 128 bit keys.). ZigBee has a defined rate 
of 250 kbit per second, best suited for intermittent 
data transmissions from a sensor or input device. The 
radio design used by ZigBee has been carefully 
optimized for low cost in large scale production. It 
has few analogue stages and uses digital circuit 
wherever possible. 
 
An application may consist of communicating objects 
which cooperate to carry out the desired tasks. The 
focus of ZigBee is to distribute work among many 
different devices which reside within individual 
ZigBee nodes which in turn form a network (said 
work will typically be largely local to each device, for 
instance the control of each individual household 
appliance). 
 
VII. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

TABLE 1 Result Comparison 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Microcontroller and GSM based protection system is 
a reliable technique for monitoring and controlling 
the electric distribution system, the microcontroller 
works up to 100 ⁰C temperature. For long distance 
data transmission, GSM technology is a reliable and 
robust one. Any kind of fault occurring in the 
distribution system results the GSM modules to send 
instant messages automatically to the base station. 
Frequent fault occurrence can be a problem; in this 
case the cost of sending SMS will increase resulting 
in account recharge in the GSM SIM number. This 
can be solved in mutual agreement with telecom 
companies in Bangladesh (such as GP, Airtel, 
Banglalink, etc,). Nonetheless, GSM based 
microcontroller protection system will serve as a 
reliable, easy and cost effective solution for 
monitoring and controlling the electric distribution 
system. 
 
The progress in technology about electrical 
distribution network is a non-stop process. New 
things and new technology are being invented. The 
proposed system found to be little bit complex as far 
as distribution network is concerned, but it’s an 
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automated system of theft detection. It saves time as 
well as help to maximize profit margin for utility 
company working in electrical distribution network.     
Utility company can keep a constant eye on its 
costumer. 
 
Line using GSM technology and ZIGBEE was done 
successfully. 

 This system find outs the fault status and fault 
data of over current and voltage of transmission 
and distribution line. 

 When we increase the lamp load then current is 
also increases. 
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